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Abstract— This paper represent the phenomenon of liquid 

fuel sloshing effectiveness on the different designs of baffles 

use when subjected to sudden uniform acceleration or 

stopping of vehicle. The objective this work is to study the 

occurrence of sloshing with the influence of different 

dimensional baffle are design like floating baffle circular 

baffle in alternating arrangement. The simulation of liquid 

free surface behavior under uniform acceleration is done 

using ANSYS-FLUENT software. A numerical model is 

developed based on Volume of Fluid (VOF) technique to 

track the free surface motion of liquid. This shows baffles 

with more improved designs  reduces the longitudinal force  

an analytical model is formulated to find position of the free 

surface of liquid in a cylindrical and rectangular tank 

subjected to uniform acceleration. The free surface profiles 

obtained from the simulations are compared with the 

experimental results. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Liquid sloshing is a force applied by  free surface motion of 

liquid in a fuel tank produces large Excursion which changes 

the system  dynamics and stability  which may affect the 

steering and braking  as resultant for resistance force interacts 

with the wall of the container  which may lead to degradation 

of handing and directional stability. The magnitude of 

dynamics load   shift due to slosh force and moments are 

strongly dependent upon the fill volume baffles are 

intensively used as effective means of suppressing the 

magnitude of liquid slosh. Liquid sloshing on one effects the 

flow dynamics, on other side it may be detrimental for the 

container also. Liquid carrying trucks have to face different 

road conditions and the unavoidable motion of the vehicle 

may cause sloshing in the liquid. The forces associated with 

the sloshing can cause violent movement of the interface. 

Many engineering problems include sloshing such as ship 

instability, Propellant slosh in a spaceship or rockets, liquid 

storage tanks under earthquake, water reservoir and oceans 

and in pressure suppression pools 

 K.M.Tehrani et al. [1] did a 3-D transient analysis of 

the sloshing in a cylindrical tank. The tank was subjected to 

both longitudinal and lateral acceleration and sometimes the 

combination of accelerations in both directions. The fuel was 

filled in the tank at two different fill levels. The study was 

performed both with and without baffles in ANSYS 

FLUENT. The baffle was of conventional type having a 

central orifice. The result was described in terms of 

amplification factor which was the ratio of transient force to 

mean force. The study shows that where the amplification 

factor without baffles was around 2, it is significantly reduced 

as we use baffles. 

 Subhash Babu and Bhattacharyya developed an 

algorithm using finite element technique for predicting the 

sloshing displacement and the pressure developed in a liquid 

filled container due to sloshing. 

 J.H. Jung et took a 3-D rectangular tank and filled it 

with the water up to 70%. They studied the sloshing behavior 

with different heights of baffles. He made a parameter (h/B) 

where h is the height of the baffle and B is the liquid height 

in the start of the analysis. They found that as we increase the 

height the sloshing reduces and after a certain (h/B) value, 

also called the critical value the water doesn’t touch the roof. 

The liquid surface also shows the linear behavior after this 

height. The VOF model was used to track the surface. 

 Rebouillat et al.  Describes the problem of modeling 

the   solid-fuel interaction. The study describes the sloshing 

phenomenon in partially filled cylinders in terms of sloshing 

wave amplitudes, frequency and pressure exerted on the walls 

of the container. The problem is   of importance for naval, 

space and road transportations. Numerical results are 

compared with the experimental results if available 

 This experiment consist of cylindrical fuel tank 

which has a length and diameter of the cylinder are 8m and 

2m respectively. The tank is partially filled with gasoline   (ρ 

=850 kg/m3, μ = 0.0687 kg/m-s) at two different fill levels of 

40% and 80% respectively. Remaining part is the air. As the 

vehicle is subjected to acceleration or deceleration, the fuel 

shows sloshing. We will consider the sloshing only in the 

accelerating and decelerating phase and not because of the 

other disturbing forces during the uniform motion. To reduce 

the sloshing different types of baffles have been introduced 

inside the cylinder 

 

II. NUMERICAL EQUATIONS 

The sloshing produce in a liquid flow is represent in the form 

of mathematical equations called as governing equations. 

These equations give an information of the real event. Once 

the equations are formed CFD techniques are used to solve 

the governing equation. The governing equations relevant to 

the study are: Continuity equation, Navier-Stokes equation, 

and VOF. 

III. CONTINUITY EQUATION ON A CYLINDRICAL TANK 

The mass is conserved in a flow. For cylindrical coordinates, 

3-D, incompressible, unsteady, continuity equations is: 

 
ur, uφ and uz are components of velocity in r, ϕ and z direction 

and ρ is the density. 
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A. Navier-Stokes Equation (Momentum Equation) 

These equations are the results of applying Newton’s law of 

motion to a fluid element and hence also called as momentum 

equations. The equation can be applied for both laminar and 

turbulent flow.   r- Momentum equation: 

 
……2.2 ϕ- momentum equation: 

 
…… 2.3 z- momentum equation: 

 
 Where p is the static pressure, ur, uφ and uz are the 

velocity components in r, φ, and z direction. μ is the dynamic 

viscosity, ρ is density and ρgr , ρgφ and ρgz are body forces 

due to gravity. For our problem we will add an extra force 

term in the direction of z for the acceleration in longitudinal 

direction. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

In an experimental approach a prototype is prepared and 

analysis is done on it experimentally. This gives the most 

reliable result of any process as actual measurement is done. 

Then the results are predicted for the full- scale measurement 

for the same environment. & numerical approach is done 

considering the boundary conditions but due to difficulty 

solving the differential equation puts limitation to the 

analytical approach by general equations In CFD this 

approach the non-linear partial differential equations are 

discretized into linear algebraic form of equation over a 

control volume by using any of the finite difference, finite 

volume and finite element methods. After that the set of linear 

algebraic equation are solved iteratively by using numerical 

technique such as gauss sidle method and TDMA method. 

CFD analysis reduces total effort and cost required for 

experimentation and data acquisition and thus removes the 

drawbacks of previous approaches. 

 
Fig. 1: 

 

1) Type 1: Cylindrical Tank without Bassel (Wob) 

2) Type 2: Cylindrical Tank With Bassels Having 7 Holes 

(Wb) 

3) Type 3: Cylindrical Tank With Bassel Having Small 

Multiple Holes (Wb) 

 While CFD analysis longitudinal acceleration of 

2.77m/s^2 the results are presented in the form of graphs 

between forces, moments vs. time. The sloshing forces and 

moments are developed due to the accelerating motion 

developed in a tank which affects the stability of tank. The 

effect of sloshing forces and moments on stability is 

explained. Simulation is carried out for a tank without baffle 

and with differently configured transverse baffles for 20 

seconds. The following abbreviations are used for forces and 

moments in different planes 

 Fx= Longitudinal Force 

 FY= Vertical Force. 

 MX = Rolling Moment. 

 MY= Yawing Moment. 

 MZ= Pitching Moment. 

The forces in the z direction are negligible and not taken for 

the analysis. 

V. OBSERVATION IN CFD ANALYSIS 

A. Case 1: When Fuel Tank Is Subjected To Longitudinal 

Acceleration                           

The graph between FX and FY vs. time for 40% fill and 80% 

fill condition for a longitudinal acceleration of 2.77m/s2. 

 
Fig. 2: FX at 40% and 80% Fill 

 When the fuel fill is low in the tank then the 

variation of longitudinal is more but the magnitude of force 

is high in case of high fill condition. 

  
Fig. 3: Type 1 (WOB) 
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Fig. 4: 

 The vertical forces without the use of baffles for two 

different fill levels. It also shows that the variation of sloshing 

forces is high at low fill level because of the large mass of 

fuel at 80% which does not slosh heavily. The magnitude of 

forces is high for larger mass of fuel i. e. for 80% fill. The 

variation in vertical force is very low in both fill level. This is 

because the tank is subjected to only longitudinal acceleration 

and this will not much affect vertical force amplification. 

 Comparison of longitudinal forces for tank without 

baffles (WOB) and with baffles (WB):    

1) 40 % Fill Level 

 
Fig. 5: Type 2(WB) 

 
Fig. 6: Type 3(WB) 

 The longitudinal sloshing forces produced in tank 

without baffle (WoB) and tank with a particular type of 

transverse baffles (WB). It is evident from the results that all 

type of baffles reduce the sloshing forces. Thus, it can be 

concluded that baffles are the effective means to reduce the 

sloshing forces. 

2) At 80% Fill Level 

The observation of longitudinal force produce in a tank 

without baffle (WOB) and with baffle (WB) 

 
Fig. 7: (WOB) & (WB) Type 3 

 
Fig. 8: 

 As the fill level increases magnitude of the forces 

increases but variation becomes less as higher fill leads to less 

sloshing force .better the baffle design helps in reducing force 

VI. CONCLUSION 

So it is concluded that the decreasing fill level of fuel affects 

the stability of the vehicle. In the present study it affects the 

braking performance of the vehicle when tank subjected to 

longitudinal acceleration. Baffles with holes reduce the 

longitudinal forces most effectively.  For a partially filled 

tank with gasoline sloshing forces and moments are 

developed as it is subjected to linear acceleration/ 

deceleration. After simulating the problem in the ANSYS and 

analyzing the results we can conclude that: 

 The fluctuation in sloshing forces and moments are more 

at the lower fill level. 

 The magnitude of the forces and moment are high for 

higher fill as it includes larger mass of fuel but the 

variation is less. 

 As the no of holes are increased in the transverse baffles 

slosh forces and moments are reduced more specially in 

the pitch plane which improves the braking performance 

of the vehicle.  
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